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B uying
I

women s coats and suits
A well-chosen coat or suit can be worn year after
year—as long as it is presentable. A poorly chosen
garment often becomes a disappointment, so hangs
idly in the closet or is discarded after little wear.
Sound coat or suit shopping begins at home.
Planning for your purchase before you go to buy
saves money, time, and materials. Take stock of
your needs. Decide the qualities you want most in
the new coat or suit. Consider the rest of your
wardrobe . . . the occasions on which you will wear
the outfit . . . the climate in your locality . . . the
time and money you can spend on upkeep . . . the
way you travel . . . styles and colors most becoming to you.
In short, know what you need and want and
what you can do without if you can't find one coat
or suit that has everything desired at the price
you can pay.
On the following pages, facts are presented that
may help you plan and judge whether a suit or
coat has the qualities that meet your needs and
whether it has values right for the price.

Weigh values with price
Decide on a price limit before you go shopping.
This will keep you from overspending and will
narrow your choices so that you can concentrate
on getting the most for your money.
Shop at stores with a reputation both for merchandise of good quality and for fairness to customers. If you are tempted to slip into a shop
that sells clothing that looks the "same" but costs
much less than at another store, remember there's
a reason for that lower price. Quality has been
cut in some way. For example, the outer material
may have been cheapened by the kind or quality
of fibers used. The garment may be skimpily cut,
and unskilled machine work may have been used
in place of skilled machine and hand work.
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Suits and coats of good quality have many hidden
values—in materials, cut, and workmanship—which
justify a reasonable price. These hidden values
will keep such clothes in service long after socalled bargains fail.
When a coat or suit seems higher priced than
you think reasonable, ask why. Perhaps the cloth
is of scarce imported fibers; but it may not look
better or wear better than a less costly domestic
material. Perhaps the design was originated by a
famous designer; designs by lesser knowns may
be just as good. If you can afford and get satisfaction from the luxury of name designs they may
be worth the price to you; but, if you are searching for service in proportion to money spent, avoid
such merchandise.
Best wear values in both coats and suits are in
simply designed classic styles. In dressmaker coats
and suits where much of the cost goes into styling
less wear may be obtained for the money spent.

Consider style and color
Before you shop for a new suit or coat it is well
to have your mind made up about the general style
and color you want. But be prepared to adjust
your wants to the stock available or you may never
find anything that satisfies.
Study current styles and colors, keeping your
needs in mind. Read dependable fashion books
and magazines and learn the differences between
good styles that will look well for several seasons,
and short-lived fads.
Each season certain colors, style features, and
silhouettes are in high fashion. However, a suit
or coat in high fashion is not a good buy for
you unless it looks well on you, fits your way of
life, and promises to stay in fashion as long as
you must wear the garment.
Take stock of your wardrobe, considering clothes
on hand and clothing you intend to buy, to be sure
the new garment will go well with them. If you're
buying a coat or suit primarily for warmth, make
certain that the style as well as the material actually
contributes to warmth.
If you are buying a coat or suit for work or
school a classic style is a good choice. Classic
styles are designed for sports and utility wear—
change little year after year. For the comfort so

essential to everyday wear you'll want ease but
not bulk. And coats with moderately full skirts
will be much more practical than the full-styled,
which drag on the floor when you are sitting. Also,
it is a chore to keep the latter brushed clean and
neatly pressed.
For a coat or suit that will serve equally well
for church, social functions, or shopping, a simple
distinctive dressmaker type of garment may be the
best choice. Although such a garment may not
wear as long as a classic it will be more appropriate for the various occasions on which you will
wear it.

A becoming design
Choose a coat or suit designed for your figure
and your age—one that enhances your good features and calls attention away from those not so
good. A young woman who, because of her measurements, must choose from women's sizes will
want to avoid that which looks too mature for her
years. And a mature woman who finds her size
in the junior department will do well to look for
styles that are junior in size but not in appearance.
Following are suggestions to help you choose a
style for your figure.
Coat or suit jacket
• Full coats, such as the tent- or bell-shaped, and
belted and short coats look well only on tall, slim
figures. A heavy or short woman will look more
slender and taller in straight or slightly flared,
full-length coats. Princess lines are slimming,
especially good for a tall, heavy woman who wants
to look more slender.
• Double-breasted jackets and coats are for the
tall, slim figure. A short, heavy woman will do
better to choose single-breasted styles. Emphasis
at center front, such as a long row of closely set,
not-too-large buttons directs attention to the center,
so is slimming and lengthening.
• A tall, slim woman may wear longer suit jackets
than the short, stout woman may wear. Whatever
type you are, be sure the jacket line does not
divide the figure in half.
• Man-tailored suits and coats usually look best
on a tall woman who has good posture, broad
shoulders, and slim waist and hips. However, a

woman whose figure is such that she wears a mantailored suit well may look better in softer dressmaker styles because of her personality type.
• Watch collar heights. Collars that are high or
turned up in the back are for the woman with a
long neck. Low rolling collars and collarless styles
are better for short necks. Short, wide revers
are for the tall, slim woman; long, narrow revers
are flattering to a heavier figure.
• Jackets only slightly fitted in the back hide the
natural waistline, make a woman with a short waist
appear to have a longer waist. A short-waisted
woman should avoid close-fitting jackets.
• Because full, bulky sleeves broaden, they are for
the tall, slender woman. Sleeves styled to fit more
closely are better for one who is short and stout.
Set-in sleeves with lightly padded shoulders flatter
a figure with narrow, sloping shoulders, as well
as a figure with oversize hips. Dolman and raglan
sleeves and set-in sleeves pointed at the top are
flattering to a woman with square shoulders.
Skirt
• Slim, narrow skirts are for the slim woman who
has slender legs and walks with a short stride. A
stouter woman, one who walks with a longer stride,
or one with heavy legs looks better when walking if
her skirts have a slight flare or low pleats.
• Skirts with hem slits are also for the tall, longlegged woman. On a short woman with short legs,
skirt slits are conspicuous because they open too
far up on the legs, and they are likely to be
strained and torn.
• Skirts that are fitted about the waist with darts
rather than unstitched pleats are more flattering to
most women's figures, a point to remember if you
often remove your jacket.
• Skirt length of both coats and suits can best be
determined by what looks good on you—not by a
set number of inches from the floor. A tall woman
with long legs can wear her skirts farther from
the floor than can a short woman. Generally, midcalf length is both becoming and functional but the
best-appearing length varies with individuals.
When you check length, see how the skirt looks
as you stand, as you walk, and as you sit. Narrow
skirts shorten more than do flared or full skirts as
you walk and sit.
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A practical color
The color of a suit or coat often makes the
difference between a satisfactory or unsatisfactorybuy. Select a color that not only is becoming but
will match or harmonize with other garments you
will wear with it. Colors that look well together
add much to the charm of clothes and to the satisfaction you get from them.
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To help you in choosing colors, it's a good idea
to take little clips of materials with you when you
shop. If you can't get clips of the actual material,
match the colors to paper. Because of the wide
range of colors now available in fabrics, it is often
very difficult to match colors by memory alone.
If your wardrobe is limited, and you must wear
a coat or suit for several seasons, choose a conservative color. Neither you nor those who see
you often will tire of such a color. Gray or beige
is practical because you can wear almost any color
dress or accessories with it. Colorful or patterned
suits and coats are good choices only if you have
several outfits.
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It's practical to consider whether a color will
show soil quickly. Some colors, lovely as they
may be, show every speck of lint or dust. Some
can be worn only a few times before they look
soiled, so must frequently be spared for cleaning;
this is both inconvenient and expensive.
Warmth features

In choosing a coat that will be warm enough,
think of the prevailing winter temperature in your
locality. If temperatures hover around zero or below, check for style features that shut out cold
and keep body heat in.

Features fhat help make a coat warm: Closed neck,
buttoned-down front, roomy pockets, sleeve guards.

Examples of these features are:
• A full-length coat.
• Fitted or straight box coats rather than full,
much-flared styles that let cold air in from the
lower edge.
• Opening that buttons well down the front.
Such an opening keeps you much warmer than
does a one-button or clutch-style opening.
• A coat with a belt.
• Rolling collars that can be fastened high and

close under the chin rather than collarless garments or those with open neck lines.
• Sleeves shaped in closely to the wrists or
equipped with inside sleeve guards.
• Large, deep pockets that you can put your
hands into for extra warmth.
Coats for wear in localities with mild winters
and coats and suits for between-seasons wear may
be most comfortable with style features that let
in some air. For cold-weather wear in localities

SIZE CHART
Women for whom suitable
Size name and range

Height

Figure type

Women's—38 to 44

5 feet 5 inches to
5 feet 9 inches.

Substantial build, broad shoulders, long
waist, full arms.

Misses'—10 to 20

5 feet 5 inches to
5 feet 9 inches.

Slim to medium, well-proportioned.

Women's half sizes—I2I/2 to 26I/2

5 feet 5 inches
and under.

Short, slightly plump, narrow shoulders,
short waist, full bust.

Junior—7 to 17

5 feet 4 inches to
5 feet 6 inches.

Small, slim, youthful figure; narrow shoulders and narrow, round hips; small, high
bust; short, small waist.

Average to brief—10 to 20

5

feet 5 inches
and under.

Slim to medium size, evenly built.
considered average figure.

Tall girls—10 to 20

5

feet 9 inches
and over.

Slim and tall.

where the temperature is changeable—or for allseasons' wear—coats with detachable liners are
practical.

Be exacting about fit
For good service and easy care, as well as for
neat appearance and comfort, good fit in a coat
or suit is essential. Clothing that fits is not strained,
does not muss or wrinkle as readily as does illfitting clothing, takes less pressing.
The right size
Although efforts are being made to improve
sizing of women's coats and suits, it is not always
easy to find an outfit that fits perfectly. So many
systems of sizing are in use that no two lines of
suits and coats fit the same even though labeled the
same size.
The only solution at present is to try on clothes
in your size range until you find out which lines
are built for your figure. Such trying-on is wearisome, but time well-spent. Once you find a line

Now

or lines of clothes that fit without major alterations
you can turn to them the next time you buy.
Don't buy a coat or suit that needs major alterations. Such alterations are costly and uncertain
as a garment proportioned for one type of figure
can rarely be altered so it fits another equally well.
Also, alteration departments in retail stores are
seldom able to rip tailored wear apart and put it
together again as skillfully as it was made originally.
The first step in finding a well-fitting suit or coat
is to determine your size and figure type. The chart
of present sizes, shown above, may help you to
know which shops or which departments in a store
are most likely to have clothes that fit you.
Checklist on fit
Take plenty of time to examine the fit of a coat
or suit before you buy. Try the garment on over
the same type of clothing you'll wear under it.
Look at yourself from the front, back, and sides in
a full-length mirror. See how the garment looks in
action—as you walk, sit, and reach.
Points to check are listed on next page.

Examine workmanship
Coot or suit jacket
Comfortable fit throughout.
Collar hold's up close to the neck at back and sides.
Shoulder line straight fronn neck to highest point of
sleeve.
Grain of goods hangs straight at center front.
Crosswise grain of cloth runs straight around body
and sleeves at bust level.
Darts in jackets, directed to the bust.
Sleeves, roonny enough for clothing worn underneath.

Elbow ease provided in the cut.

Bend el-

bow to be sure this ease is where it will function.
A long sleeve should reach the wristbone as you
touch the lobe of the ear on the same side.
Waistline.

Curve of lengthwise seanns in jackets or

fitted coats slightly below the natural waistline.
Closing fastens without strain.
fitted

or semifitted,

If the garment is

waist fastening

should

be

exactly at the waistline.
Length.

For figure flattery, the bottom of the

jacket should not come exactly half way between
the shoulder line and lower edge of skirt. Lower
edge of jacket or coat should run straight around
the figure, an even distance from the floor all
around.

Full-length coats should be at least one-

half inch longer than dresses and suits to be worn
under them.

Skirt
Easy walking room to avoid ripped seams and discomfort.
Enough sitting room to prevent both
strain and crosswise wrinkles—and to keep the skirt
from pulling up too short when you sit, as weJI as
to prevent cupping under.
Waist band fits snugly to the figure, holds skirt in
place.
Hips—smooth with comfortable ease, extra ease at
fullest part of hips.
Side fastening lies flat and smooth.
Grain of goods.

Lengthwise grain hangs straight at

center front and center back.

Crosswise grain

runs straight around figure at hip level in all straight
cut skirts.
Back hangs straight with no cupping under at the
seat.

Check this from the side.

Lower edge straight, dn even distance from the
floor all around.

A well-made garment may keep its good appearance and shape after long wear and many cleanings, but a poorly made garment may lose its shape
in one cleaning and so become generally unsatisfactory.
Differences in workmanship

In judging quality of workmanship one of your
best aids is knowing something about steps in manufacture. In manufacture, workmanship of women's
coats and suits is graded from one to six, depending on the care and skill with which the
various steps are carried out. One is the lowest
grade, six the highest, with the other four grades
ranging between.
Some of the differences between workmanship in
low-grade and high-grade women's tailored coats
and suits are illustrated on page 12. But there are
other important differences that pictures cannot
show. These are outlined below.
Best grade suits and coats are made from
fine materials that tailor and press well. These
materials are thoroughly shrunk, then inspected
for flaws in weave and color. The designs and
patterns for a garment are carefully worked out
with proper regard for fullness of size. These
patterns are then placed on the material with painstaking regard for grain of goods. This means
more goods must be used than if grain of goods is
disregarded. However, cutting according to the
grain of the goods is highly important if the garment is to be comfortable and hang well on the
wearer. Cutting is carefully done—either one
thickness at a time by hand, or a few at a time by
electric cutters.
The high-grade garment is assembled and stitched,
with perfectly matched thread, by skilled craftsmen. Silk thread is used because it is strong and
elastic. Such stitching gives instead of breaking if
seams are strained. Between sewing operations,
skilled pressers steam and shape the garment. This
way shape is actually sewed into the coat or suit,
and you are assured the same fit as long as the
garment lasts.
Low-grade suits and coats are made of materials that do not tailor well or keep a press.
To reduce production costs the cloth is used just
as it comes, with little or no regard for flaws—no

precaution against shrinkage. Breaks and spots
sometimes appear in such coats or suits and these
garments may be too small after the first few
cleanings.
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Patterns are cut for greatest economy of fabric.
Pattern pieces are then placed as close together as
possible on material that is piled high, layer on
layer. Proper grain of goods gets little thought,
so the finished garments often twist, hang unevenly,
or sag.
Unskilled workers sew low-grade clothes at high
speed with little attention to accuracy. Inside them
you frequently find two or three colors of thread,
for as work progresses and workers sew clothes of
different colors, they don't bother to change to
matching colors. There is no shaping and little
or no pressing as a garment is made. Hand work
is reduced to the minimum—ordinarily limited to
lining armholes, and it is poorly done.
Marks of quality
Look first at the outside of a suit or coat. A good
one is neatly pressed, smoothly shaped, and evenly
stitched, with perfectly matched thread.
Examine pocket corners, ends of buttonholes—
especially bound ones—and other places likely to
get much wear or strain.
Buttonholes should be cut with the grain of
goods. If cut off-grain they will stretch out of
shape and hang open with use. Bindings of bound
buttonholes and pockets should be narrow, squared
off securely at the ends, and finely stitched. If
they should pull out it is rarely possible to repair
them satisfactorily. Worked buttonholes may be
made by hand or machine. Either is satisfactory if
well done, but hand-made ones are more flexible.
Linings and the way they are put in are usually
good signs of the hidden values within a coat or
suit. If lining quality compares with that of the
outer cloth, and if the lining is smoothly and neatly
fitted with expansion allowance in back and neatly
put in with fine stitches about edges and armholes,
you can be fairly certain that workmanship and
materials you can't see are comparable in quality.
Linings that fray easily should have generous seam
allowances and the seams should be finished off
with stitching that protects them so they won't
pull out with wear and cleaning.
The lining in a high-grade classic coat or suit
is tacked securely around the armholes and along

Good-quality clothes are trim-looking, smoothly
shaped, neatly made. Look closely at welt pockets
and buttonholes where weak spots lead to trouble.

the shoulder and side seams. This holds the lining
where it belongs as the coat is put on and taken
off, also helps keep the shape and fit of the jacket
or coat. However, as a short cut in the manufacture of dressmaker styles, linings are commonly run
up by machine and slipped into place with only a
few loose tack stitches to hold them in place. Linings put in this way do not fit well, and they are
likely to wear out all too soon about the armholes.
Also, the tack stitches work loose and let the lining
shift.
Hidden qualities. After looking at the outside
and inside, find out what you can about what's in
between—the interlining if there is one, and the
other qualities illustrated on page 12.
Most coats are now made with an open lower
edge, so you can usually look and feel inside. If
a coat has an interlining it should be tacked securely in place to side seams, shoulder seams, and
around the armholes.
Frequently the lining and interlining are seamed
together, then installed as one. This saves manufacturing time but results in thick, bulky seams that
cannot be pressed flat. Such seams also give the
lining of a coat an untidy appearance and may
cause the wearer discomfort, as they press against
the neck and shoulders.
For facts about workmanship that you can't see
or feel, first look for factual tags on the garment.
If there are none, ask the salesperson for information. A movement is now under way to train salespeople to answer questions consumers ask about
hidden values of merchandise. If your salesperson
cannot answer your questions, ask the person who
buys the garments for the store. Buyers are frequently on hand and should be fully prepared to
supply the facts you need.

* \
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If the lining is smoothly fitted and neatly stitched
in, workmanship within usually is good.

Pleat at center back allows for give—helps make
coat comfortable, keeps lining from being strained.
'■•'wiiv;'»'
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Hand tailoring. Suits and coals with much
hand work may be labeled "hand-tailored." This
term is no longer assurance of fine-quality hand
sewing, because both good hand work and very
poor hand work may be so labeled. Examine the
garment and judge the quality of the hand
work for yourself. High grade hand work is
beautiful and flexible. Stitches are fine, close
together, neat, and secure.
Poor hand work
looks bad, stitches are coarse, far apart, untidy, and insecure. Good machine work looks and
wears far better and is preferable to poor hand
work.
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Lining closely fitted with no allowance for give is
strained, pulls out, makes wearer uncomfortable.
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When coats are open af lower edge, feel or look
uf ': ' '■ to check the materials and workmanship.

An interlining properly put in is seamed separately
from the lining, but lining covers its lower edge.

Most lining materials fray readily, need generous
seams with edges finished to keep them from fraying.

To speed manufacture, lining and interlining are
often seamed as one. Seams are bulky and untidy.

Unfinished seams soon become a tangled mass of
frayed yarns, may even pull out beyond repair.

Lining seams are puckered on the right side it
interlining and lining have been seamed together.

11
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High-grade construction versus low

to

LOW-GRADE

HIGH-GRADE

1. Collar
T ■-„ ?,

Linen
interlining—liands + itched and handshaped. Will keep shape
permanently.

Interlined with sleazy,
sized cotton—machinestitched. Shape pressed
in, not permanent.

2. Shoulders
Soft cotton, haircloth, felt
■—hand-stitched together
■—make firm, soft Sihoulders. Permanent shape.
Wigan holds shape in
back.

Skimpy, low-quality materials let shoulders lump,
break, lose shape. No
wigan to keep shape ¡n
back.

3. Lapels
Shaped and stitched by
hand. Keep shape and
firmness: always roll back.

Few rows of machine
stitching—no shaping.
Lapels become limp, fall
forward.

4. Bridle stay
Cotton tape. Coat front
eased to tape makes neck
line hold to chest.

Cotton cloth instead of
tape, no chest ease—lets
neck line buckle.

/

5. Coat front
Good-quality canvas of
weight suited to outer
cloth keeps body permanently.

Sized cotton loses stiffness in cleaning. Leaves
the front limp.

6. Tape stays
Narrow, soft tape handstitched along both edges
holds shape, keeps edges
thin.

I

Twill tape stitched in with
edge rolls, thickens coat
edges.

7. Seams
Allowances for outlets.
All seams carefully
pressed. Stitching adjusted to cloth. Matching
thread.

Allowance often skimped.
Pressing poor.
Stitches
long, thread often weak
and not matched.

8. Pockets

lilíiíiíMifH*

Tacked to coat front for
support. Inside made of
close-woven material.

Not supported by coat
front. Strains coat. Pocketing is sleazy and poorly
stitched.
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Find ouf about materials
It is not easy to judge whether materials in a
coat or suit have all of the qualities you want. Feel
and appearance have long been the woman shopper's best guides to quality, but neither is adequate
or dependable these days. Modern manufacturing
processes and skillful pressing can make poor
materials look so much better than they are that
even experts can be deceived.
Your best helps are factual tags on materials
which tell things about them that you cannot see
or feel. Also, you will benefit by learning about the
fibers and fabrics commonly used in coats and
suits. This knowledge is fast becoming a necessity
if you would evaluate information on tags, judge
correctly the qualities that cannot be seen and felt,
and give the garment the kind of care that will
make it serve best.
Facts about fibers
• Fiber-content statements
Always look for a fiber-content tag or label, one
that tells not only what fibers are in a cloth, but
how much of each if the material is made of more
than one kind. Usually content tags are attached
to a sleeve or front button of a coat or jacket and
to the waist of a skirt. Read this label carefully
to see exactly what parts of the garment the label
mentions. Most commonly, the labels refer only
to the outer cloth. Some apply also to the lining
and to the interlining or front.
Wool.—Coats and suits that contain wool in the
outer cloth or in ait interlining used for warriith
are required by Fêlerai law to bear labels that
state the fiber content. These labels must describe
the fiber as "wool," "reprocessed wool," or "reused wool" and give the percentages.
If a
cloth containing wool also contains fibers other
than wool, the percentages of such fibers must likewise be designated on the label.
The term "wool" covers not only sheep's wool,
but specialty fibers such as mohair, cashmere, alpaca, camel's hair, llama, or vicuna. However,
"wool" usually means sheep's wool unless labeled
with its animal source. Because most of the other
kinds of wool are considered luxury or novelty
fibers, manufacturers who use them ordinarily find
it to their advantage to specify the kind.
A cloth labeled "wool," "all wool," or "100-

percent wool" is made of new wool or wool reclaimed from manufacturers' clippings of knit
fabrics. Often a little of another fiber—5 percent
or less—may be desirable for decoration, such as a
fine stripe. The cloth may still be labeled in the
same way but with this addition, "Exclusive of
ornamentation." "Virgin wool" is new wool that
has never before been spun into yarn. It is not
required that such wool be labeled in any way
except as "wool." However, some manufacturers
specify it as "virgin." Virgin wool may or may
not be better than one labeled "wool." Quality
depends on length of fibers and their fineness,
strength, crimp, elasticity, and luster.
If labeled "reprocessed wool," the cloth is made
from wool reclaimed from woven or felted goods—
chiefly clippings from clothing manufacture—^that
has never been used or worn. If the wool was
originally high grade, the reprocessed wool may be
as good as or better than some new wool.
"Reused wool" is reclaimed from wool that has
been made into fabriqs, then worn or used. Before
reclaiming, the used articles are cleaned and graded.
The fibers of reused wool are broken and short,
not good to use alone for making new yarns. They
are used widely and well in quilted interlinings, or
they may be combined with longer and stronger
wool fibers for making low-priced suits and coats.
Rayon and acetate.—All fabrics of rayon or
acetate must now be labeled as such and, where the
fabric contains rayon and acetate or rayon and
acetate with other fibers, all the fibers must be appropriately identified, according to trade practice
rules promulgated by the Federal Trade Commission in December 1951. Formerly, both of these
fibers were labeled "rayon." Although similar in
appearance, rayon and acetate do not have the same
physical and chemical properties and so require
diiTerent care.
Linen, silk.—The Federal Trade Commission's
trade practice rules require the labeling of the linen
or silk content in a fabric, and where linen or silk
is blended with other fibers the identification of
such other fibers.
Other fibers.—Fabrics or products made from
other fibers that resemble wool must be labeled
as to fiber content. In addition, the Federal Trade
Commission may require the disclosure on labeling of any fiber which so simulates another fiber
as to have the capacity and tendency or eff'ect of
deceiving the purchasing public.
13
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Read all tags attached to the coat or suit you are
considering for facts about materials and workman-

ship that you cannot see or feel. At left, some
typical tags with facts about quality.

• Fibers, natural and nnanmade

you decide how well these fibers will suit your
needs.

Wool is the fiber most used in coatings and suitings, because its natural qualities make it ideal
for the purpose. However, the demand for the
high grades of wool used in coatings and suitings
has made such wool higher in price than many
women can afford. As a result, the use of other
fibers in coatings and suitings is increasing.
The present trend is toward blends of fibers.
Thus one fiber in the right amount counteracts the
disadvantages of another—or may add qualities that
make a cloth suit its purpose better.
If you should buy a fabric made of a blend of
fibers, note the kind and percentage of each fiber
in a cloth and consider whether the good qualities
of one fiber outweigh those not so good in another.
The chart on pages 15, 16, and 17 lists facts about
natural and manmade fibers that are now used in
suitings, coatings, and linings or which are being
developed for those uses. Such facts may help
14

Because the material or the styling and construction of most coats and suits require dry cleaning, most of the facts about the washability of
fabrics made from each fiber are omitted. With the
growing trend toward washable clothing, some coats
and suits are now sold as washable. In buying one
of these be sure that all materials in the coat—
lining, paddings, thread, as well as the outer cloth—
are equally washable.
Coatings and suitings
Fabrics used as the outer cloth for coats and
suits are many and varied. They differ not only in
fiber content, but in the way in which the fibers
have been spun into yarn, and the yarns woven
into fabrics. Also, various types and methods of
dyeing are used to give color, and various finishes
are often applied to add properties not in the fiber
or fabric.

Fibers used in coatings, suitings, and linings
As a greater variety of textile fibers become
available, the array of fabrics used in coats and
suits is expanding.
Little is known regarding the performance or
durability of the fabrics made from newer manmade fibers; much is being learned by experience

with them. A study of the properties of these fibers
shows that each one has special features along with
certain disadvantages. Since some manmade fibers
are still in the developmental stage, certain qualities may be improved, and the properties listed
for them in the following outline may change.

.Properties of—
Uses

Fiber
Fiber

Fabric

NATURAL FIBERS
Sheep's wool. ..

Fine to coarse. Luster varies. Resilient. Wrinkle-resistant. Wide variety of wool coatings and suitings.
Elastic. Medium strength. Soft, warm hand (texture
Manmade fibers may be
and feel).
Good resistance to nnildew.
blended with sheep's wool
Subject to moth damage Wide range of colors which
for special qualities, decan be made fast to
unless treated for moth
light and cleaning.
signs, colors.
resistance.

Mohair

Coarse. Lustrous. Strong. Resilient. Wrinkle-resistant. Blended with other fibers;
adds strength, crisp hand,
Subject to moth damage Crisp hand.
texture to the blend.
unless treated for moth Wide range of colors.
resistance.

Cash mere.

One of the finest natural Resilient. Wrinkle-resistant.
fibers. Soft, delicate, Very soft, luxurious hand.
silky. Lightweight.
Drapes beautifully.
Subject to moth damage Not suitable for hard wear.
unless treated for moth
resistance.

Used alone in luxury materials. Other fibers are
blended with cashmere to
add strength and lower
the cost.
Cashmere, when blended
with other fibers, adds
softness.
Limited quantity and high
cost of obtaining fibers
make cashmere very
costly.

Camers hair.

No. I quality (undercoat) Resilient. Wrinkle-resistant.
fine and downy. No. 2 Soft hand in fine qualities,
quality coarser.
No. 3
harsh in coarse.
quality coarse with stiff
hairs.
Subject to moth damage
unless treated for moth
resistance.

Used alone or blended with
sheep's wool and cashmere in casual and allpurpose coatings.
No. I quality in highest
grade fabrics. No. 3 quality in low-priced coats.

Alpaca.

Coarser than No. I quality
camiel's hair but fine and
silky.
Soft.
Lustrous.
Strong.
Subject to moth damage
unless treated for moth
resistance.

Resilient. Wrinkle-resistant. Blended with other fibers.
Soft, warm hand.

Silk.

Fine.
Soft.
Lustrous.
Strong. Elastic.

Resilient. Wrinkle-resistant.
Soft hand. Drapes well.
Wide range of colors.

Used alone and in blends for
lightweight suitings.
May be used in linings of
some high-grade coats
and suits.
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Fibers used in coatings, suitings, and linings—Cont/nuerf
Properties of—
Uses

Fiber

Fabric

Fiber
NATURAL FIBERS—
Continued
Cotton

Fine to coarse. Dull unless
mercerized for luster.
Less elastic than animal
fibers.
Subject to mildew.

Not resilient.
Wrinkle-re- Used alone, or in blends with
other fibers to lessen cost
sistant and shrink-resistand increase comfort.
ant finishes usually used
All-cotton fabrics now made
on all-cotton suitings.
Medium-soft hand.
to resemble wool suitings
Wide range of fast colors.
for all-year wear.

Flax.

Coarse.

Not resilient. Wrinkle-resistant finishes essential.
Crisp hand.
Wide range of colors.

Lustrous.

Strong.

Used alone in summer suits.

MANMADE FIBERS
Rayon

Filament rayon looks much Lacks resilience. Wrinkles Used alone, or blended with
wool and manmade fibers
readily unless treated for
like silk. Spun rayon looks
in suitings and coatings,
wrinkle resistance.
much like wool or linen.
chiefly to reduce cost.
Dries
slowly.
Can
be
pressed
Strong when dry; weak
at fairly high tempera- Widely used in linings bewhen wet. Does not melt;
cause of range of colors
ture.
burns readily.
Wide range of colors.
and low cost.
Subject to mildew.
Difficult to let out garments
satisfactorily because
fabrics may retain stitching holes.
The properties of rayon
fabrics vary because of
the many types of yarns
and finishes used.

Acetate.

Filament acetate looks Somewhat resilient. Wrin- Used alone, or blended with
kles readily unless treated
wool and manmade fibers
much like silk. Spun acefor wrinkle resistance.
in suitings and coatings
tate may look like wool or
Many colors gas-fade (or
to reduce cost.
linen.
fume-fade) unless the Acetate may contribute to
Medium strength.
fabric has been treated
the hand in a blend while
Does not ftash burn; melts
to resist gas-fading.
other fibers will add
at moderate temperastrength to acetate mateAccumulates static electure.
tricity.
rial.
Resistant to mildew.
Used in linings because of
Dries faster than rayon.
wide range of colors, soft
Wide range of colors.
hand, and low cost.
Requires low pressing temperature to prevent glazing and melting.
Difficult to let out garments
satisfactorily because
fabrics retain stitching
holes.

Vicara.

Vicara looks much like wool. Resilient. Wrinkle-resistant.
Warm, soft hand.
Does
Weak when wet.
not accumulate static
Subject to mildew.
electricity.
No attraction for moths.
Wide range of colors.
Pressing care same as for
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May be blended with wool
to reduce shrinkage and
cost of cloth. Blended
with other fibers for woollike texture and softness.

Fibers used in coatings, suitings, and linings—Continued
Properties of^—
Fiber

Uses
Fabric

Fiber

MAMMADE FIBERS—
Continued
Nylon.

Filament nylon looks much Keeps shape. Requires little Blended with wool and other
fibers for strength, lightlike silk. Spun nylon looks
or no pressing. If pressed,
weight, and wear resistmuch like wool or linen.
requires low pressing temance in coatings and suitStrong, wet or dry.
perature. Lightweight.
ings.
Does not flash burn.
Accumulates static electricUsed in some linings.
Resistant to mildew.
ity.
No attraction for moths.
Dries quickly. Resists abrasion. Soil easily removed.
Wide range of colors.

Dynel

Dynel is wool-like. May be
soft as cashmere or
coarse as mohair.
Strong, wet or dry.
Does not flash burn.
Resistant to mildew.
No attraction for moths.

Orion.

Filament Orion is silk-like. Resilient. Wrinkle-resistant. Used alone or blended with
other fibers for suits.
Keeps shape.
Holds
Spun Orion is wool- or
creases and pleats. Very All-Orion washable fleece
linen-like.
used in coatings.
lightweight.
Strong. Does not flash burn.
Little if any pressing re- Less expensive than Dacron.
Resistant to mildew.
quired. If pressed, reNo attraction for moths.
quires low-temperature
pressing.
Dries quickly.
Accumulates static electric-

Lightweight. Wrinkle-resist- Blended with other fibers less
sensitive to heat, thus
ant. Resilient. Keeps
making fabrics easier to
shape. Holds creases and
press without damage.
pleats.
Dries quickly. Requires very Used in washable fleeces relow pressing temperature;
quiring no ironing.
shrivels and stiffens at Less expensive than Orion.
usual pressing temperatures.
Colors are limited as yet.

Colors are limited as yet.
Dacron.

Spun Dacron is wool-likei.
Strong, wet or dry.
Does not flash burn.
Resistant to mildew.
No attraction for moths.

Very resilient. Wrinkle-re- Used alone or blended with
sistant.
Keeps shape.
ot"her fibers for suits.
Holds creases and pleats.
Very lightweight. Resists
abrasion.
Requires little or no pressing. If pressed, requires
low temperature to prevent glazing.
Accumulates static electric-

i+y.
Tends to pill witji abrasion.
Acrilan.

Filament Acrilan is silk-like. Resilient. Wrinkle-resistant. Experimental work is under
way on all-Acrilan and
Keeps shape.
Holds
Spun Acrilan is wool- or
blended materials for
creases and pleats.
linen-like.
suits.
Dries quickly. Requires low
Does not flash burn.
pressing temperature.
Resistant to mildew.
Accumulates static elecNo attraction for moths.
tricity.
Takes dyes easily.
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Wool fabrics may be worsted or woolen. Worsteds are made of long wool fibers, combed so the
fibers lie parallel, then twisted into strands each
of which is called a "ply." Two or more plies are
twisted together to make yarn that is even, strong,
and firm. Fabrics woven from these yarns are
smooth and firm—can be beautifully tailored and
pressed.
Woolens are made of shorter fibers than those
used in worsteds. Fibers are not combed, but are
crisscrossed in the yarn. Most woolen yarns are
one-ply and loosely twisted. The sturdiest are twoply and more tightly twisted. Fabrics made from
woolen yarns may be rough, nubby, or napped.
When all coatings and suitings were made of
wool, such materials as gabardine, serge, and sharkskin were accepted as worsteds. Others such as
tweed and fleece were accepted as woolens. Nowadays, with the increasing use of manmade fibers,
many materials bear these same names even though
made partly or wholly of other fibers.
Many suitings, especially in low-priced or
"budget" lines, are now made entirely of manmade
fibers, chiefly rayon and acetate. Some of these
fabrics look and feel so much like wool you may
not notice the diff^erence. On such suits the required content label is especially helpful.
The label, in addition to telling what the cloth
is made of, should tell what finishes if any have
been applied and how long they may be expected
to last, also the kind of care recommended. Not
all materials made of manmade fibers can be
pressed as you press wool. Some are easier to
handle and others require more caution.
Although names of materials—as "gabardine" or
"flannel"—without a statement of fiber content now
tell you no more than the way the fabrics are
woven, this knowledge can be helpful in judging
how materials will wear. Some materials, because
of the way they are woven, are better for rugged
wear. Others not so strong are serviceable enough
for clothing worn chiefly on dress-up occasions.
On pages 19 and 20 is a list of types of coatings
and suitings that are widely used year after year,
with facts to help you judge which ones will best
suit your needs.
Most suitings and coatings are made in plain
or twill weave. Plain woven goods have lengthwise and crosswise yarns that pass alternately over
and under each other. A twill weave has diagonal
lines, which make a 45- to 70-degree angle with
the crosswise yarns.
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Worsteds—made of long wool fibers combed parallel, twisted into smooth yarns. Sharkskin shown.

Woolens—made of shorter, uncombed wool fibers—
have rougher texture than worsteds. Tweed shown.

Plain or twill weaves may be closely or loosely
woven. In general, the more closely the yarns are
woven, the better the materials will keep their shape
and the more hard wear they will take without
becoming shabby.
Compare the list of qualities of the various fabrics with the qualities you want in a garment. If
you want a coat chiefly for warmth, the outer cloth
and all other materials in the garment should
be chosen for maximum warmth and minimum
weight. Also, if the garment is to get hard everyday wear, look for wear-resistant qualities.
If you have little time for keeping clothes in
order, look for qualities that make a fabric easy
to care for. Find out if it can be cleaned easily,
whether it will wrinkle quickly, and whether
wrinkles would hang out overnight. You can tell
something about wrinkle shedding by squeezing
cloth tightly in your hand—^then releasing it.
Materials with a fuzzy or suede-like finish pick
up soil, while hard-finished materials do not collect
soil quickly. Hard-finished materials, however, become shiny with wear.
Special finishes. If a material has a wrinkleresistant finish, find out if the finish is durable.
Some finishes become less resistant to wrinkling
with wear and repeated cleaning; others are not
effective after the first cleaning.
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V-

Coatings and suitings
Material
Gabardine.

Flannel,

Appearance

Fiber Content

Properties and Uses

Hard-finished worsted-type Most gabardines are all wool, Used widely in both suits and coats.
twill weave—fine or coarse,
but many are now made .of
Rayon and acetate gabardines are
lightweight or heavy. Solid
such manmade fibers as
commonly used in storm coats.
color. "Sheen gabardine"
rayon and acetate.
Tailors well, keeps shape, wears well.
is nnade of very fine yarn,
Becomes shiny; needs special care
with steep twill, which gives
when pressed to avoid shine. Colors in
a snnooth satiny surface.
lower grades of gabardine may be
affected by dry cleaning.
will or plain weave. Either Originally all-wool. Now flannels of manmade fibers
worsted or woolen type.
have been developed for
Full nap often hides weave.
clothes in budget price
Striped or plain.
lines.

Good qualities are serviceable in suits,
lightweight coats, and coat linings.
Flannels made of wrinkle-resistant manmade fibers wrinkle more than do
those of good wool, and wrinkles do
not hang out as well. However, these
flannels cost less and may be pressed
quickly and easily.

Sharkskin.

Hard-finished worsted-type Wool usually, although man- Neat, trim-looking in suitings and utilmade fibers are being used
twill weave with alternate
ity coatings. Wears very well, keeps
to make this material availlight and dark yarns. May
shape and press. Doesn't show spots,
able
in
less
expensive
be plain, striped, or patsoil, or mends readily.
clothes.
terned.

Tropicals.

Lightweight worsted-type Wool, or blends of various
manmade fibers. Those
plain, open weave—smooth
blended with wool are most
and unnapped.
common and generally most
satisfactory.

Cool, porous, resist wrinkles, and require little or no pressing. Used for
summer or lightweight suits.

Tweed.

True tweed has a rough twill Wool in true tweed — but
other fibers made to look
weave. May have nubby
like wool are being used
multicolored yarns, plaid
in novelty and low-cost
or check patterns. Made in
both coat and suit weights.
tweeds. Great care needs
to be used Jn selecting
tweeds as it is not easy
to tell good quality from
poor.

Best qualities stand up under harsh
treatment—require little care, resist
wrinkling, and don't show spots, lint, or
repairs. Poor qualities are scratchy
and do not wear well.

Homespun.

Plain, loosely woven, rough, Coarse wool often mixed with Good qualities stand a lot of hard wear
nubby. Looks much like
and do not wrinkle. Used in sports
wiry hairs. Like tweeds, the
tweed and may be misquality of homespun vacoats.
ries much and its appearcalled tweed.
ance can be deceiving.

Fleece.

Bukly coating in plain or twill
weave, which does not
show on right side because
of thick nap. Usually plain.

Chinchilla.

Originally heavy pile fabric, Wool
but it is now lightweight.
Densely napped with tiny
nubs over the surface.

Warm, soft coating for casual wear.
Collects lint readily—requires much
brushing.

Reversible coating
(Double cloth)..

Two separate cloths linked to- Wool
gether making outer cloth
and lining as one.

Practical for between-seasons coats. Not
warm enough for cold winters unless
worn with a warnn suit.

Sheep's wool, or one of the Appearance and warmth vary greatly
with fibers and weight of fleece. Highspecialty wools such as
grade fleeces are soft, silky, pliable,
cashmere, or camel's hair;
warm, and do not collect soil readily.
these also may be blended.
Fleeces of inferior quality or fleeces
Manmade fibers are also
used in fleeces; some are
made of fibers that develop static collect soil quickly. Light colors show soil
backed with cotton.
readily so are costly to maintain unless washable.
Fleeces often shed;
this should be expected.
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Coatings and suitings—Continued
Appearance

Material

Fiber Content

Properties and Uses
Rich looking cloth used in winter coats.
Collects lint, requires much brushing.

Suede cloth.

A compact cloth with short All wool originally but now
it may be made of mancropped nap. Looks much
made fibers blended with
like suede leather.
the wool.

Fur fabrics.

Resemble such furs as Per- The fiber varies'; the one These are luxury fabrics, which do not
sian lamb, caracul, leopard,
that best imitates the fur
always clean satisfactorily. Often beor broadtail. On close exis used.
come fuzzy and lose curl where coat
amination,
particularly
or suit is rubbed as worn. Warmth
from the under side, it is
easy to see that these materials are woven or knitted
fabrics instead of fur.

Jersey.

Fine, knit material with soft, Wool usually, but some jer- The most satisfactory ¡erseys are special
seys are now being made
suit or coat weights that are guarvery light nap.
anteed not to sag. Jersey is lightof a blend of wool and
weight to wear; it resists wrinkling, is
manmade fibers.
an excellent choice for travel.

Corduroy.

A

Linen.

Firm, plain-woven, somewhat Flax. Many linen suitings
have durable wrinkle-resistcoarse, summer suiting.
ant finish.
Some fabrics made to look
like linen are of cotton,
rayon, or silk.

Shantung.

Plain-woven spring and sum- Pure silk in finest fabrics. Wears fairly well. Heavy slub crosswise
yarns eventually cause lengthwise
mer suiting with thick and
Rayon and acetate in
yarns to split. Becomes shiny. Rayon
lower-priced shantungs.
thin crosswise yarns. Has
shantung often dull and lifeless.
silky sheen.

Faille.

Firm, ribbed, somewhat crisp
hand.
Dressy fabric for
spring and fall suits and
coats.
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pile weave with narrow Cotton.
lengthwise ribs of pile.

Silk or manmade fibers.

Used with shower-resistant finish for
storm, and other utility coats. Wears
reasona-bly well if background weave
is firm. If loose, the pile gradually
works out. Does not keep a neat press.
Pile may flatten at elbows and skirt
back. Inexpensive.
Long-wearing and practical.

Very attractive suiting. Becomes shiny
with wear and pressing.

Linings in Coats and Suits
Material

Fiber Confent

Appearance

Cha racf eristics

Crepe.

Plain woven lining with slightly Usually rayon or
sometimes silk.
roughened surface.
Best
qualities are soft, fine, and
compactly woven.

Satin.

Lustrous, smooth, and soft. Silk, rayon, or acetate.
Shiny on righf side, dull on
under side. Crepe satins
are softer, more supple
than plain.

The slippery surface of satin makes coats
slide on and off easily-*-helps cloth
resist soil. Silk satin, is softer, drapes
better, is less shiny, and has warmer
texture than satins of manmade fibers.
Both kinds wear well if firmly woven,
good quality. Because lining satins
fray they will serve you better if cut
edges are finished.

Twill.

Diagonal firm weave. Finest Acetate or rayon.
qualities look much like
satin.

Wears very well if quality is good.
Widely used in tailored suits and toppers. Because twill linings fray, seams
need to be generous, or protected
with a serging stitch, which serves as
secure overtasting. Narrow seams pull
out.

Taffeta.

Plain-woven; crisp hand. Some - Ordinarily rayon or acetate.
tin) es taffetas have fine
crosswise rib; these taffetas
are plain color.
Taffetas made of yarns the
same size both ways are
usually patterned.

Taffeta linings give body to coats—help
prevent wrinkling, make coats slide on
and off easily. Good qualities wear
well, considering cost.

Pile Alpaca pile surface—cotton
backing.

used chiefly to line and trim storm
coats. It is very lightweight, soft,
quite warm, but bulky. Soft texture,
not prickly as might be expected from
appearance.

Alpaca pile.

Looks much like fur.
about % '"ch deep.

Nap-back satin.

Lustrous satin on top side
serves as lining; dull nap
on under side takes place
of coat interlining.

Metal-insulated lining.. Crepe or satin lining with
gray metallic backing.

Fur.

Usually, short-haired fur of
lower quality than fur used
for outside of coat.

Rayon or acetate
cotton backing.

acetate; Rayon or acetate crepé of good quality
wears well, usually stands more abrasive wear than soft silks.

rfac

Rayon or acetate with aluminum coating on back.

Lining and interlining combined in one
fabric lacks air space of usual lining
plus interlining which contribute to
warmth. This material is best suited to
coats for moderate! temperatures.
Seams are bulky.
Keeps in more body heat than usual
lining. Does not take the place of
warm interlining plus lining.
Metal
backing flakes off where material is
creased. Material wrinkles badly. Stiffer than linings without this finish.
Very warm,
stiff.

but bulky and

somewhat
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Linings

and between these materials also provide warmth.

The lining of a coat or suit should be both serviceable and good-looking. If it is a sleazy quality
that will soon wear out, or if it water-spots, pulls
at the seams, shrinks, changes color, or fails some
way in cleaning, it will spoil an otherwise good
outfit and will need to be replaced. Money spent
relining a coat might better be invested in a garment with a higher quality original lining.

To examine the interlining, lift up the lower
edge of the lining and turn it back. The materials
you're most likely to find are listed below along
with facts about each to help you in selecting
the interlining that suits your needs.

The chart on page 21 lists the most used kinds of
linings and facts about each.
Some coats and suits now carry tags with facts
about linings—what they are made of, how long
they will wear. Although indefinite, such statements as "guaranteed to wear the life of the garment" are some assurance of durable qualities.
Few garments carry tags relative to gas- or fumefading although this is one of the most troublesome
and wasteful of all lining failures. Although a
lining may last very well, that is little comfort
when a woman suddenly finds that after storage
or dry cleaning the lining in her navy blue coat is
changing from navy to pink.

Interlinings and liners
No research has as yet provided a practical way
of measuring a coat's warmth, but for anyone who
needs a warm coat the right interlining is most
important. In addition to the interlining—^the
outer cloth, the lining, and the air spaces within

In recent years, detachable coat liners have become popular. They can be put in or taken out
to suit the temperature and season of the year. A
liner consists of interlining covered with lining.
The interlining may be woven wool, chamois, or
fur. Chamois and fur are the warmest. Interlinings of wool cloth may or may not be warm
depending on the quality of the wool. Some are
fine quality—compactly woven, napped, and warm ;
others are loosely woven, have little or no napobviously are not good quality or warm.

Trim
In high-grade clothes, emphasis is on cut, line,
and material. Little if any trim is needed. Simple
functional trim that will last as long as the garment
is best.
Cloth trim can be effective and it adds little
if anything to the cost unless detailed labor is
required. Good cloth trims are bandings of self
fabric, placed biaswise or crosswise, and bandings
of same material as the outer cloth, but of different
design—such as checks or plaids on a plain material.

Interlinings
Material

Appearance

Characteristics and Uses

Woven wool

A loose-woven, soft-draping fabric with nap
on one or both sides.

Soft, flexible, lightweight. Most used in dressy or allpurpose coats for moderate climates. Rarely warm
enough for severe cold.

Quilted v/ool

A middle layer of reused wool fibers quilted
between two layers of thin cotton cloth
much like cheesecloth.

A warm interlining if the layer of wool fibers is even
and not skimped. Chief objection to quilted interlinings is their bulk. Rows of quilting should be
close enough together to keep filling from shifting.

Chamois

Slightly fuzzy, soft, flexible leather—natural
color. There are a few imitations of natural
chamois which are not as soft or flexible.

Warm and wind-resistant—good for very cold climates. Used in some coats with detachable linings. Requires special care in dry cleaning.

Napped cotton

Usually mottled gray and white, or all black.
Napped on one side.

Suitable for coats to be worn in warm climates or
between seasons. Lightweight and not very warm.
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Stitching is good trim on tailored or casual
clothes. It should be well done—that is, even,
firm, neat. Good stitching can strengthen a garment, give body to collars, cufifs, and edges. Also
it doesn't become shabby or wear out before the
body of the garment.
Fur is a trim that adds considerably to the cost
of a garment. It may account for a third or more
of the price you pay. Fur trim is commonly used
on places that get the most rub—collars, cuifs,
edge trim—and even the best quality furs cannot
hold up too well in these places. Unless you can
afford to pay the price for good quality fur—one
that will look and wear reasonably well—it is ordinarily better to put your rnoney into a high-grade,
all-cloth suit or coat.
Cost of upkeep for a fur-trimmed coat is more
than for an all-cloth coat. For best care, fur
should be removed from the cloth and cleaned
separately. It is dried and stiffened by solvents
used in cleaning. However, because of the cost of
removing fur at each cleaning, giving it special
handling, and putting it on again, most fur-trimmed
coats are cleaned the same way as all-cloth coats.
Such cleaning dulls fur and in time causes skins
to split.
If you should buy a coat or suit with fur trim,
look for lustrous thick fur with no thin, weak spots.
Feel it for soft, supple pelts. Note the color; it
should be even and characteristic of the kind of
fur it is. Among the most expensive furs are persian lamb and beaver. Inexpensive furs are mouton
(sheepskin) and coney (rabbit).
A Fur Products Labeling Act, in effect since
August 1952, requires that any fur product must
bear a label giving the name of the animal that
produced the fur. The label must also tell the
purchaser if the fur was bleached or dyed—or if
it is all or part paws, tails, bellies, or waste fur.
Such fur does not wear as well as new fur or that
from the back and sides.
Buttons may be decorative as well as functional
if of good design and quality. Look for smoothedged buttons that slip in and out without straining
or wearing the buttonholes. Buttons are seldom
sewed on securely when you try on a coat or suit
because there's always a possibility that they may
need to be reset to suit the purchaser. To avoid
loss, resew every one with strong thread. Loss of
one button frequently makes it necessary to buy

If a coat or suif you consider has fur trim, look for
soft, supple pelt and dense, lustrous fur.

a whole new set, unless extra buttons are provided
with the garment.
Materials commonly used in making buttons are
listed below, with facts about their use and wearing qualities:
Horn buttons are expensive but very attractive
on tailored clothes. They have a soft transparency
—usually are a light color with dark amber or
gray streaks within.
Pearl buttons are most used on lightweight suits
and coats. They are durable and good-looking.
Best quality pearl buttons are lustrous, smoothly
polished, and uniformly thick.
Plastic buttons, which are being used more and
more, are inexpensive. Those of good quality
serve very well, are not affected by pressing, but
others may fade, break, or change color. A good
plastic button is smoothly finished and the surface
is softly polished.
Tortoise-shell buttons are used chiefly for decoration, often on coats that fasten with one large
button.
Leather buttons, frequently used on sports coats,
are expensive, lasting. Chief objection to them
is that they darken with use.
Metal buttons are of various types and qualities.
Those with satin finish seem to hold up better
than shiny ones, which are easily scratched and
then become discolored. If the metal button is not
smoothly finished underneath it may cut the thread
that holds it to the garment and be lost.
Cloth-covered buttons are inexpensive and a sure
way of matching the suit or coat in color. They
wear out quickly and often need to be.replaced. If
you have the cloth, which may come from having
a coat or suit altered, this isn't too much of a problem, since the expense of having buttons made is
small.
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Other publications on clothing
Other publications of Human Nutrition and Home Economics on the selection,
construction, and care of clodiing are listed below. They can be obtained from the
Office of Information, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington 25, D. C.
Buying sweaters for the family. Home and Garden Bulletin No. 16
How to tailor a woman's suit, Home and Garden Bulletin No. 20
Coat making at home. Farmers' Bulletin No. 1894
Making a dress at home. Farmers' Bulletin No. 1954
Child's self-help overall. Leaflet No. 251
Fitting coats and suits. Home and Garden Bulletin No. 11
Fitting dresses. Farmers'Bulletin No. 1964
Pattern alteration. Farmers' Bulletin No. 1968
ABC's of mending. Farmers' Bulletin No. 1925
Mending men's suits, Home and Garden Bulletin No. 39
Stain removal from fabrics—^home methods, Farmers' Bulletin No. 1474
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